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 Delegate Behavior Code  
 

The VAMUN secretariat is very excited to welcome you to the 3rd annual Vallarta Model United                
Nations Conference that is going to be hosted in the American School of Vallarta. Because of the                 
nature of the event, a highly academic conference, the rules below must be followed during and at                 
all times in the event, and any infraction to the delegate behavior code will result in the appropriate                  
consequence. Any aspect not mentioned in our delegate behavior code is under the jurisdiction of               
the ASFG ́s parent-student handbook.  
 
Language 
Vallarta Model United Nations is a conference hosted in English. During all simulation sessions,              
delegates are to solely speak in the English language and the use of any other language may be                  
reason for a warning from the committee chair.  
 
Respect Code     
All VAMUN members have the right to be treated with respect. At the Vallarta Model United Nations                 
conference all members have a responsibility to treat all individuals respectfully and to represent              
oneself honestly and with integrity. 
 
Attendance Policy 
All delegates are encouraged to assist to all VAMUN events, social as well as academic. If a delegate                  
misses any simulation section of the conference, he/she will not be considered to receive any               
award.  

 
Dress Code Policy  
In simulation of the United Nations, we at VAMUN strive for professionalism in all aspects of the                 
conference. Delegates are expected to follow a dress code during all committee sessions and              
conference events. At most times, the prevailing dress code will be Western business attire,              
although national attire and religious attire are also permitted. The rules of Western business attire               
are as follows:  

 

● Men must wear a suit or a jacket and dress pants (no jeans or cargo pants) with a dress shirt                    
and tie. Socks and dress shoes must be worn. No hats, caps, or sunglasses will be allowed. 

○ http://bestdelegate.com/best-dressed-a-guys-guide/  
 

● Women must wear a dress, suit, dress slacks (no jeans) or skirt of appropriate length with a                 
blouse or sweater. Dress shoes must be worn. No hats, caps, or sunglasses will be allowed. 

○ http://bestdelegate.com/a-beginners-guide-to-model-un-fashion/ 
 

At all times, we ask that delegates and faculty advisors exercise good sense when interpreting the                
dress code. When casual attire is permitted, basic rules of propriety will still apply. Delegates who                
are dressed inappropriately for any event may be asked to return to their rooms to change into                 
more appropriate attire.  
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Based on Harvard’s MUN  

   
Plagiarism Policy  
We at VAMUN acknowledge that the open exchange of ideas plays a crucial role in debate. Yet, it is                   
important for all delegates to acknowledge clearly when they have relied upon or incorporated the               
work of others. It is expected that all materials submitted to the committee staff before and during                 
the conference will be the delegates’ own work. Delegates should always take great care to               
distinguish their own ideas and knowledge from information derived from sources through the             
proper citation of all quoted and paraphrased material. Delegates who are in any doubt should               
consult their faculty advisor before the work is prepared or submitted. Delegates who, for whatever               
reason, submit work that is not their own without clear attribution to its sources will be subject to                  
disciplinary action, up to and including notification of faculty advisors, forfeiture of individual or              
delegation awards, expulsion from the conference, and/or disqualification from future attendance           
at VAMUN. All documents submitted to the dais will be vetted for plagiarism, but any suspicions                
regarding an infraction of the plagiarism policy should be brought to the immediate attention of the                
committee President.  

 
Warning Policy 
All chairs are reserved the right to give warnings to any delegate that infringes any policy                
previously described. In addition if the chair considers a delegate is acting unmannerly or              
misbehaving he may provide a warning. Delegates late to any sections will receive a warning.               
Delegates have a maximum amount of three warnings, after which the delegate will be suspended               
from the current session. Any further warnings and the delegate may be suspended from further               
attending the conference.  
 
Awards 
Awards will be given for the Best Delegate and one Honorable Mention for each committee. The                
awards will be determined by the chairs or the Secretariat depending on the performance of each                
delegate.  All awards are final and not up to debate. 
 

Based on Harvard’s MUN   
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Guidelines for Delegates 
 

1) Position Papers: Position papers are expected from all delegates coming to the VAMUN              

conference. This is an absolute necessity to ensure a realistic experience throughout the conference.              

A position paper must include a background on the delegate’s assigned country, background on the               

topic, and passed actions on the topic from both the United Nations and the assigned country.                

Position papers will be collected by the chair at the beginning of the conference and any plagiarism                 

will be dealt with according to the delegate behavior code. At least one position paper will be                 

required by the conference. If no position paper is presented, the delegate will not be allowed to                 

enter the committee until it is submitted. Here is a guide for writing position papers that includes                 

an example. 

 

2) Resolutions: Throughout the simulation, at least two resolutions per topic must be drafted.              

Until a resolution is turned into the chair with it is considered a working paper where it is read over                    

and checked for format. Once approved by the chair it becomes a draft resolution. When a draft                 

resolution is voted on, only then can it be called a resolution. The resolution may only have one                  

main submitter, followed by two co-submitters, and at least three signatories. All votes to pass a                

draft resolution must be made with simple majority or the nearest equivalent in each committee.               

Exemptions are in order for delegates that have stated present during roll call. 

 

3) Voting on Procedural Motions: All motions must be passed by a simple majority. There are no                 

exemptions allowed in votes for procedural motions. 
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 List of Points and Motions 
 

 
Point of Order: This point may be raised when you feel that a delegate or the Chair is not abiding                    

by correct parliamentary procedure (as laid out for the conference). A point of order is allowed to                 

interrupt the speaker. 

  

Point of Personal Privilege: This point is used to indicate personal discomforts or impediments to               

debate. It may be raised during the debate if, for example, you cannot hear the speaker or feel                  

uncomfortably hot or cold. This point is allowed to interrupt a speaker, but may not refer to the                  

content of any speech or working paper. 

  

Point of Information: This point may be raised after a speaker yields to questions. It is used to ask                   

a question of the speaker relating to the speech just given. It may also be used to ask the chair a                     

questions regarding parliamentary procedure during a normal session. 

 

Point of Parliamentary Inquiry: This point may be raised when the floor is open if a delegate has                  

a question to the chair about parliamentary procedures. It may not interrupt a speech. For example                

a delegate may ask if a certain motion would be in order. 

 

Motion to Open Session: This is the first motion of the conference and is made to move into formal                   

debate and open the primary speakers list. If there are multiple topics on the agenda, the body will                  

first debate on the order they are to be discussed until there is a motion to set the agenda. All                    

delegates wishing to be added to the speakers list should raise their placards at the request of the                  

chair or send a note to the dais. Speaking time during debate may be limited with a Motion to Limit                    

Debate (see below). 

  

Motion to Suspend Session: This motion suspends the body between sessions. This motion             

requires a second, is not debatable, and needs a simple majority to pass. 

 

Motion to Close Session: This motion closes the committee sessions for good. It will only be                

entertained by the chair at the end of the last committee session. This motion requires a second, is                  

not debatable, and needs a simple majority to pass. 
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Motion to Open a Speaker’s List: This motion brings the body into a series of speeches from                 

delegates who are to speak in a specific order, with a set time, and a set amount of points of                    

information and follow ups. All of this should be specified by the delegate who asks for this motion,                  

along with a reason for the speaker’s list. The first to talk will be the delegate who suggest this                   

motion, followed up by the delegate who seconds it.  

 

Motion to Add or Retract Points of Information from the Speaker’s List: This motion takes               

away questions or adds more questions per delegate from the ones previously set by the motion to                 

open a speaker’s list.  

 

Motion to Add or Subtract Speaker’s Time in the Speaker’s List: This motion shortens the time                

a delegate can speak during his speech in a speaker’s list.  

 

Motion for an Unmoderated Debate: This motion temporarily suspends the meeting for a             

specified amount of time. Use it to create resolutions, talk to other delegates, or anything else you                 

may need to do. It requires a second, is not debatable, and needs a simple majority to pass. The                   

motion may be extended for a time less than the original. It cannot be extended more than once. 

 

Motion for a Moderated Debate: This motion brings the body into a moderated debate on the                

issue on the floor for a specified amount of time. The moderating officer will then recognize                

speakers for a specified amount of time, who cannot yield to anyone but the Chair at the end of their                    

speech. This motion requires a second, is not debatable, and needs a simple majority to pass. This                 

motion may not be made once debate has been closed. The motion may be extended for a time less                   

than the original. It cannot be extended more than once. 

  

Motion to Table the Topic: This motion tables a topic (ending debate on the topic) until it is                  

reopened with a Motion to Reconsider. This motion requires a second, is debatable (two speeches               

in favor and two against), and needs a two-thirds majority to pass. 

  

Motion to Vote by Roll Call: This motion requests that the Chair conduct a roll-call vote on the                  

resolution. This motion only requires a second to be accepted. 

 

Motion to Vote on the Resolution as a Whole: This motion requests that the Chair conduct a                 

roll-call vote on the resolution. This motion only requires a second to be accepted. 
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Motion to Appeal the Decision of the Chair: This motion appeals a decision of the Chair to the                  

body. This motion requires the consent of the Chair and may be deemed out of order. If accepted by                   

the Chair, the Chair and the Delegate shall each be given one minute to present their argument to                  

the body. This motion needs a simple majority to pass. If passed, the decision of the Chair is                  

repealed. 

  

Motion to Introduce a Draft Resolution: This motion brings a working paper that has already               

been approved by the Chair with the appropriate number of signatories to the floor for general                

debate. It requires a second, is not debatable, and needs a simple majority to pass. 

  

Motion to Reconsider: This motion is used to bring a resolution or topic that has been previously                 

tabled back to the floor. It requires two speakers in favor and two against and needs a two-thirds                  

majority to pass. 

 
Motion For an Extraordinary Set of Questions: The motion is used to create an extraordinary set                
of questions to a specific delegate after the specified points of information have expired.  
 
Motion to evict: Should a fellow delegate (or an official such as the Chair) be making debate                 
procedures difficult for all concerned, they may be evicted from the committee for an indefinite               
period. This motion should be used sparingly.  
 
Right of reply: If a delegate is offended, the delegate has the right to address the house. The                  
offended delegate needs to send a note to the chair. The chair decides if a right of reply is in order. If                      
granted the offended delegate has the right to address the committee. 
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 Guide to Writing Position Papers 
 

In MUN position papers are essential in preparing for a conference. They are how you organize your                 
research to summarize your positions. All position papers basically follow the same four part              
format with slight variations between conferences. A position paper should be 1-2 pages in length               
at the most. That means much of your research will not make it into the position paper, but it’s still                    
important to have that research to be successful in a conference. 
 

Purpose: To demonstrate your knowledge of the topic, country, committee and solutions prior to 

a conference. 
 

Structure: Here are the sections that you need to include: 

1. Heading (Top left hand corner of your page) 
○ Committee 
○ Country 
○ Topic 

2. Summary of the Topic (first section include the heading in paragraph form) 
○ 5 W’s of the topic (Who, what, when, where, why and how) 

3. Past Actions/Policies (second section in paragraph form include the heading) 
○ What has the UN done about the issue? 
○ What has your committee done about the issue? 
○ What has your country done about the issue? 

4. Solutions (paragraph form with heading) 
○ What would your country like to see done? 

■ Be specific! 
■ Find NGOs that are working on your problem (in any part of the world) and 

try to scale up their solutions. 
■ Be creative and propose solutions that are beyond what has already been 

done. 
■ Some simulations ask for this written as clauses like in a resolution. 

 

Tips for writing a good position paper 
● Do lots of research! 
● Find specific past actions including prior resolutions. 
● Get creative and specific with your solutions! 
● Bestdelegate.com’s advice for writing a good position paper 

○ http://bestdelegate.com/a-formula-for-the-perfect-position-paper-solution-oriented-research/ 
 

Link to example position paper  
● Sample position paper from Anna Garcia 
● https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sfWUVVaNe0DXHUStuJJlFSaOekXK0V_-V7vrC1WnY5U/

edit 
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 Guide to Writing Resolutions 
 

The resolution is the most essential document of a MUN conference. It is the main focus of negotiations,                  
arguments, and debates that take place. As the conference progresses resolutions are created, amended and               
ultimately voted upon to represent the collective will of the committee. The UNUSA includes great               
materials for preparing for a simulation.  

 
Purpose: To compile all of the proposed solutions for the assigned topic in an attempt to 

comprehensively solve the problem at hand. 
 

Structure of Resolutions 
 

Resolutions must be separated into preambulatory and operative sections. The following information has             
been adapted and paraphrased from the UNUSA. See their page for the fuller explanations:  

● http://www.unausa.org/global-classrooms-model-un/how-to-participate/model-un-preparation/resolution
s/preambulatory-and-operative-clauses 

 

Preambulatory Section 
Preambular clauses outline the main principle reasons and beliefs for addressing the topic. Often the               
preambles are left undebated at MUN simulations due to time constraints. 
Preambulatory clauses can include: 

● References to the UN Charter or past resolutions or statements by the UN 
● Recognition of the efforts of regional or NGO’s 
● General statements on the topic, its significance and its impact. 
● statistics to show the extent of the problems 

Operative Section: 
Operative clauses: These are the action clauses. They outline solutions for the problems introduced in the                
preambular clauses.  (unusa) 

● Consist only of expression of will or calls for action  
● Resolutions should, on the whole, be conciliatory, and rarely condemnatory in nature. 
● Solutions should be specific and each clause should build off of previous clauses and subclauses 

 

Formatting Guidelines 
● resolutions should be relatively short no more than 3 pages 
● Resolutions must have a heading on the top of the page 

o Forum: Name of the forum (Environment Committee)  
o Question of: The issue which the resolution deals with (Issue 201: Measures to...)  
o Main Submitter: The first country is main submitter, which is the delegation that wrote or               

thought about the majority of the resolution 
o Co-submitter: Country that was second most influential in the creation of the draft             

resolution. 
o Signatories: delegates who wish to see the draft resolution debated. They do not have to be                
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fully in support of the resolution itself. 
 
Grammatical Rules 

● A resolution is one long sentence. So there should only be one period after the final word of the                   
document. 

● there is a space between each clause. 
● Preambular clauses are separated by commas and operative clauses should be separated by             

semicolons. 
● The introductory phrase (both preambulatory and operative) is underlined, 
● Each operative clause is numbered, as follows: 

▪ 1. Requests this format for an operative clause: 
● a. This is a sub-clause,  

o i. This is a sub sub-clause; 
● Any acronym and abbreviation is to be written out in full the first time they are used in a working                    

paper or draft resolution. 
● See the sample resolution below to use as a guide. 

 
 
Links For further explanations 

● UNUSA  Explanation of Resolutions including lists of the preamble and operative phrases 
○ http://www.unausa.org/global-classrooms-model-un/how-to-participate/model-un-preparation/re

solutions/preambulatory-and-operative-clauses 
 

● Best Delegate How to Write a Resolution 
○ http://bestdelegate.com/model-un-made-easy-how-to-write-a-resolution/ 
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 Forum: International School of Panama (ISP) Committee  
Question of: Measures to implement the use of uniforms at the International School of Panama  
Main Submitter: Country 1 
Co-submitters: Country 2,  
Signatories: Country 3, Country 4, Country 5, Country 6, Country 7,  Country 8 
 
ISP Council;  
 

Fully Believing that uniforms contribute to the overall discipline of the school, 
 

Having Considered that there are many different options for uniforms and that the Board executed this                
decision based on the necessities of the school, 
 

Confident that when explained under full circumstances, all delegates present will seek consensus to this               
problem, 
 

Emphasizing the need for a uniform that is both appropriate and appreciated by the student population, 
 

1. Recommends all members of the community affected by the dress code be properly  
involved in the implementation of the new dress code including: 

a. Students,  
b. Parents,  
c. School Staff: 

i.   School Director,  
ii. Principals, 
iii. Support Staff; 

 

2. Strongly urges that the proper channels of communication are used to inform all  
members of ISP, including: 

a. Letters sent home to all parents of students attending ISP,  
b. Posters placed in high traffic areas of the school, such as, but not limited to: 

i. Cafeteria,  
ii. Libraries, 

c. Announcements made at any or all student gatherings, 
d. Announcements made over the P.A. system to all levels of the school,  
e. Letter placed on ISP website homepage; 

 

3. Authorizes all school staff to enforce the proper use of the school uniform by:  
a. Addressing the student who has committed the uniform infraction, 
b. Issuing any necessary repercussions for continued uniform infractions, including: 

i. Warning for the first infraction, 
ii. Detention for second infraction, 
iii. Suspension/Expulsion for third and future infractions; 

 

4. Trusts that all parents and students will abide by all uniform policies and will be sure to assist all                   
school levels in the implementation of this rule through appropriate means. 

 
 
 

*This sample resolution comes from the International School of Panama Committee Booklet 
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